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**Title**

Tap-Changer UCCR, UCGD

**UCD.E,T XXXX/1500/III**

**Document No.**

54920101-16

**Revision**

C

**Language**

82

**Sheet**

1/3

**Dimensions in mm**

- **A**: 2210 ± 10, 2510 ± 10
- **B**: 1354 ± 10, 1654 ± 10
- **C**: 119 ± 10, 119 ± 10
- **D**: 240 ± 10, 240 ± 10
- **E**: 35 ± 10, 35 ± 10
- **F**: 930 ± 10, 930 ± 10
- **G**: 290 ± 10, 290 ± 10
- **H**: 580 ± 10, 580 ± 10

**Insulation level kV**

- **380 kV**
- **650 kV**
- **750 kV**
- **1050 kV**

**1)** Holes for mounting of supports for cleats and leads

**2)** Shielding rings for insulation levels 650, 750 and 1050 only

**Notes**

- For mounting on active part use A+106, B+106 and C+106 (See also Drawing 54920103-1)
- Not applicable for 380 kV

**Symbols**

- C/L: C/L Tap selector
- C/L Diverter switch
- C/L Top flange
- Diverter switch terminal

**Date / Approved**

2014-09-29

Responsible department

PPCO/TK

**Dimensions**

- Transformer flange
- C/L Top flange
- C/L Diverter switch terminal

**R-R**

- These two holes also in top plate

**M-M**

- These two holes also in top plate

**H-2,4..18**

- Holes for mounting of supports for cleats and leads

**V-1,3..17**

- Shielding rings for insulation levels 650, 750 and 1050 only

**K'580 c) 586**

- These two holes also in top plate

**21 20**

- These two holes also in top plate

**8x Ø 18 11**

- These two holes also in top plate

**V-1,3..11**

- Holes for mounting of supports for cleats and leads

**H-2.4..18**

- Shielding rings for insulation levels 650, 750 and 1050 only
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Tap selector contact 20, 21 and 22 with shields.